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About This Game

Supports 2-5 players*
At least one controller required

What happens when you give the world's most dangerous mammal access to the world's most dangerous machine?
Blow your friends away in this free-for-all tank fight - can you be the best bear?

With its roots based on top-down tank fighting games from the Atari Age, Dragonside Studios presents its first game - Bears in
Tanks.

*5 player games require four controllers and one person on the keyboard.

Features:

Out-of-tank combat

Five different tank models with unique abilities and stats

Multiple seats for gaining an advantage on mutual enemies

Seven unique stages to battle on
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One player always goes gown, unplayable.. This could have been fun, but I was not even able to finish the tutorial. This game
learn me how to jump like a professional :D. The game looked promising, but the acutal execution isn't all that great. The
environment (your apartment) is incredibly bland and the gameplay itself is quite shallow. You can interact with doors to empty
cabinets, pick up a cup and drop it on the floor, turn on a faucet, and open some doors so you can walk in circles through the
apartment's 5 rooms. It's thrilling.

I also had some minor issues that were far from game-breaking, but they did detract from the overall experience. For instance,
while listening to a phone call, the spoken dialogue started over, but the original dialgue also continued. I was hearing the same
voice twice at the same time but at different parts of the dialogue. Thankfully there were subtitles...except that I noticed a
decent amount of typos and/or spelling errors. Again, a minor complaint, but it's pesky and really contributed to the feeling that
the game just feel unfinished.

There's also no save function, which is apprently not considered necessary since the game is only about an hour and a half long.

Lastly, the price point. It just isn't worth the cost Sure, you can complete the game multiple times for different outcomes, but
the game was so lacking of interesting content, I felt no need to do so. So, for me I got about 1 - 1.5 hours of gameplay
experiene that was playable but not really enjoyable. I'm all for a short experience if it's high quality, but this was not the case
here. It feels incomplete.. Game Information

Island Tribe is a Strategy game that was developed by Realore Studios and published by
Qumaron.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is well done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

This is a time strategy game, where careful planning is required, due to limited amount of resources that are available.

There are three different difficulty game modes to choose from: Normal; Multi-task; Relaxed. The difference between these
difficulty game modes are: Timer Speed and Scoring. The normal mode, the timer speed and scoring is low. The multi-task mode,
the timer speed and scoring are moderately high. The relaxed mode, the timer speed is frozen and scoring is moderately high.

There are three different chapters with thirty level in total. All levels can be replayed for better scoring and star rating.

All levels has three star rating system. The stars are earned from playing the game. The star rating system represents how fast the
levels has been completed. Three Stars (Gold;) Two Stars (Silver;) One Star (Bronze.) There is an opportunity to replay levels for
better star rating.

There are several different special power ups to help complete the level faster. These special bonus power ups comes with a time
limit. But they can be used again after they have been recharged overtime.
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There are twenty-three sets different achievements that can be unlocked from playing the game. Each of these achievements does
come with some requirements that needs to be completed before they can be unlocked. These achievements are in-game only.

Miscellaneous

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.. After playing this game, I dropped out of medical school and became a Medical
Malpractice Lawyer.

Rating: 7/10, I'm now rich after suing several doctors

 if you have an active imagination, especially one for mischief, you will enjoy this game. If not, you won't. . Bought the game for
dank achievements only

I regret nothing. like elite but less like space truck sim :-) i like the compat, the thing you can put your own moduels in is cool :-) its a
game that has protentiol :-). I love killing the dummy over and over and over and over in different ways. The blood splatter makes
it great.

Would like to see more upgrade options for the weapons and maybe some new weapons and challenges.. A fun return to the arcade
machine games of my youth. Not as smooth as I expected, and sadly aside from Final Fight none of the remaining games are much
haves, but still a nice distraction.
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I usually love these kind of game modes, but this one is too severely flawed.

You have to be online to play, if your internet drops the game crashes.

There is no way to tell what forces are on a planet before you attack so you guess what to attack rather than using any tactics.

There's a retreat button but it's bugged and causes your entire fleet to explode even if you retreat before a single shot is fired and
it takes a long long time to rebuild.

You can't design or modify ships, you have to exit to the campaign to design a ship from the main menu, then load your gamr
and load the ship (wtf).. Fantastically unique visuals and gameplay make this game a joy to return to over and over, despite its
rampant difficulty, unforgiving nature, and esoteric writing.. 10/10 didn't know i was so stupid before i played this. This is a
great game and easily worth the low price. A typical play through will take around 12-16 hours, but even after finishing the
game I immediately wanted to start over and play through again. Because you have choices during quests that actually alter how
the quests end, and what reward you get, you can't see or get everything in one play through of the game. Plus I failed to finish a
couple of side quests so I am determined to figure out how to complete them on my second play through.. Overall, Space Girls
was a disappointment to me -- which should be saying something in itself. This is a bullet-hell style game that walks you up in
difficulty as you progress level by level. Another "you get what you pay for" game...

*If you are new to bullet hell games, maybe give it a try; but honestly, there are better titles available for around the same price..
Overall, I would recommend The Dungeoning. It's addicting, however there's currently not a whole lot present to keep you
interested for very long. If you're in to these types of games, then I would recommend you at least consider The Dungeoning..
Of course if you are reading tyhis review you have played the other games and probably liked them enough to be interested in
this one and you wont be diappointed. The two added stats and sleuthing at the beginning are a welcome edition and the
character developments of nearly the whole cast was absolutely fun to read. I do have a wraning though. There is a very odd
tonal shift half way through that fundamentally challeneges both the Ronin and you as a reader and gloriously sets up the second
half of this 6 part series.. A really cool twist to Minesweeper. It's more casual in the respect that one misstep doesn't blow the
game, which is good since you will be forced to make a guess when dungeon elements force your decision on what tiles you can
uncover. That's where the dungeon crawling side of game comes into play. Enemy placement and exits in the levels are random
each time and a nice roster of characters makes it fun to replay. Sometimes levels will even have special curses on them too,
changing the rules every once in a while. Great casual fun game to chill out to.. Got it cheaply for less than 1 \u20ac. Did not
expect much but was proven wrong quickly.

I'd say this game is 'Tron that does not suck'

Have not played it through yet nor have i reached missions that are bad but the first hours and first half dozen of varying
missions are pure gold. Incredibly well done considering this is a one man project. Excellent value.
. A beautiful three-suit card game in the style of freecell. Despite simple rules, games vary widely in solution complexity, and
hasty moves never pay off.

Obscuritas Version 1.2:
-Added language Portuguese (BR)
-Increased the loudness of the vocals
-New internal settings for the realtime-reflections for higher performance
-The game reloads the current level directly again if you fail
-In several levels we added some checkpoints that will be used if the
level is directly reloaded
  after a fail.
  If you start a level from the main menu, the level will always start
from it´s beginning!. R87 Incoming! (11/02/15):
R87 is here! (November 02, 2015)

Our next Epic 5-Star, Jean Grey (Phoenix) is coming soon!

What's New...
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- Command Points feature on the way.
- Heroic PVE with Dark Avengers.

What's Better...
- New Victory Screen!
- The "Train" button now easier to press in the Character Select Screen.
- Star-Lord’s Ability, Sleight of Hand, can now target Cosmic tiles.
- Doctor Octopus no longer able to drain AP from an opponent that doesn’t have any AP.
- Fixed a bug where Silver Surfer Team-Ups did not show the correct level.. Ace of Seafood in the Weekly Sales!:
Ace of Seafood is on sale this week as part of our Shooting Games selection.

Don't miss this sale! (August 14th to August 21st!)
Ace of Seafood is also on Sale this week! Don't miss out.
http://store.steampowered.com/app/450500/Ace_of_Seafood/
Take to the seas, recruit other creatures and head onwards to conquer the ocean. A battle ready, exploration-action game
featuring fish, secrets and even more lasers!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/355240/NEO_AQUARIUM__The_King_of_Crustaceans/
An intense 1v1 battle under the sea where crustaceans go head to head to battle out who is the most powerful of all. Featuring
special unlockable characters, lasers and a variety of unique techniques.

All Playism shooting games are on Sale this week, check out the full list on our blog![blog.playism-games.com]
. Up to 75% OFF ⚡ Less price + more fun!:
☠ Joy, fear, fun and Halloween sale time will make your Halloween special with STAR STORY! ☠

Join the journey of a funky space archaeologist Van Klik who crashed on an unknown planet of Horizon.

 Talk, explore, fight, make decisions to find a way out!

 A text turn-based adventure RPG in which your choices actually matter.

 Colourful graphics and the old comic book spirit.

 Non-linear plot development and 24 alternative endings.

We wish you a super time this Halloween! . Next big update details!:
We have reached the feature freeze stage on our next big update! That means all features we wanted to include in this update is
complete and our focus is instead only on stabilizing everything until it is ready for ya'll, you know testing and squashing bugs
and the like.

However, because this a MASSIVE update of our codebase even after WE think we are ready we can't be sure the game is in a
good enough state for everyone unless more people test it (we don't have a fancy QA department, it is just us two little guys!).
So this time we'll be running a beta release separately from the public build for a couple of weeks until we're more confident
there aren't any game breaking bugs left. This means we'd LOVE to hear from you if you're willing to play the new stuff before
everyone else and help us test this thing! Don't worry, we will make another post explaining how to play the beta when it is out
(if you can't wait you can check the forums).

To give you an idea of what's coming, here are the highlights:

Track Editor Beta with Steam Workshop support! Our main event for this update! This means you'll be able to
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create, share and play each others tracks for the first time! Very early beta, but it works! Your feedback is very
appreciated especially in this area as we've been the only ones using these tools before.

Basic modding support. You can create your own track objects with custom art, sounds and particle effects manually
and import them into the editor, just by creating files. This makes it possible to create packages of your own additions
and upload them to mod sites for others to enjoy. Many other parts of the game are easily modified as well by just
changing files in the main folder. This will be an undocumented feature for a while but if any of you want to dive in
immediately you can! (NOTE: Please be aware that modifications of the application folder will be overwritten by Steam
when the game updates, so backup your mods!)

Improved object system. We've rewritten most of the code related to the track and environment which gives several
new possibilities for more dynamic tracks, as mentioned below:

Destruction! Objects can now be made destructible so cars can slam into for example hay bales, crates and fences and
they'll blow up to huge effect! This can also alter the routes of the more arcadey tracks over the course of a race.

Environment sounds and trackside particle system support. Tracks can be made more alive by allowing sounds to
be placed in the environment and particle systems to burn, smoke or enhance areas with other effects.

Animated water! A new animated water layer backdrop has been added to enable more varied environments and give
some more motion and life to the tracks.

Menu animations. We have a rudimentary system in place to make more animated menus to give them more life and
make them seem less static. This is very early yet and we will continue to improve this over time to find a good balance
between snappy input and visual improvement.

New skid sounds and particle effect for rough and loose surfaces

Leaderboards will be reset in this update because the previous ones were only made for official tracks and now
everyone will be able to make tracks!

We now display which buttons are mapped to Back out from menus on the main menu. Further improvements incoming
here as well.

Control mappings are now displayed on the pause menu for faster reference during gameplay.

Re-race event button now stores all settings so its easy to get back in if you accidentally quit out from a race you wanted
to play again.

Start sequence countdown speed increased to get into the action faster!

All of this just in the very NEXT update!

These new systems also enable us to create many more modes and enhancements to the game in the future which we're really
excited about!

Hope it sounds cool! We'll provide more details as the release draws closer. This has been a huge undertaking during the course
of the past 6 months (some even dating back 2 years in the making) in addition to all the updates and hotfixes we've released
during that time so we really appreciate your support and help with testing and feedback going forward.. First Hot Fix -
Update 0.1.6:
Thanks to everyone who sends bug reports, new changes based on this reports:

 fixed satiety substracyion per night - now it finally 40
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 fixed 1st gameplay book' price - now it $250

 fixed fridge UI overlapping

 removed random ability to do extra work on freelance

 removed random ability to eat food twice

 story level now shows correctly
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